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Chharas: History, Social Activism and Media Production
The Chharas are originally a nomadic community from the Punjab region (same as the Sansis or Kanjars), and only one among about two-hundred such groups, whose nomadic lifestyles were systematically obliterated by the British government in the nineteenth century. 4 British rationalism deeply shaped by the transition from feudalism to industrialism, both rooted in the value of land/capital ownership, failed to comprehend nomadism, resulting in reactionary measures, and the labelling of these communities as Irrespective of this 'radical past', to borrow the words of Nandini from Govind
Nihalani's Hazaar Chaurasi ki Maa ('Mother of 1084 ', 1998, Hindi) , which might 'seem fashionable', Chharanagar embodies in every sense, an ordinary and familiar setting of a lower-class urban sprawl in an up-coming metropolitan city. Narrow lanes, make-shift, halfbuilt houses and shops made with plaster, concrete, mud, and tin, line both sides of the streets, jostling for space, cheek-by-jowl, as is the case in many parts of urban India.
Residents, traders, shopkeepers, women, go about their daily chores; children run across the streets, dodging bicycles, scooters and rickshaws with some agility; music from the latest Bombay commercial film blares through a loudspeaker hidden from sight. There is a sense of quietness here despite the frenetic movement and constant buzz. It may be the demands my mind makes on my imagination in the knowledge that I share an awareness of Chhara history, but one gets the feeling that a cry of lament engulfs the area into a still silence.
Some twenty thousand residents live in this three square mile area that constitutes Chharanagar, which is infamous in Gujarat, a state where the consumption of alcohol is prohibited, for the illegal brewing of liquor. Many of the residents continue to live here since 'denotification' and release from the settlement, which has over the years, become 'home'. Thief (2005) , that the Chharas have always had an acumen for the performative, and hence by extrapolation, theatre, cinema and television present a natural attraction. Indeed, the kind of media programming the Chhara youth are involved in certainly suggests a tendency towards the spectacular and folk dimensions of performance: crime-based shows on television, Gujarati commercial cinema, and a theatre group whose plays don't shy from melodrama, for example. Given the absolutely low production costs of Budhan Theatre plays, and considering that this is street theatre at its political best, the productions of the group rely extensively on strong, dramatic scripts, evocative body language, the optimum and creative use of space, and nominal props. To an extent, this already defines and restricts the form of the plays.
It would be an interesting exercise to map the aesthetic characteristics of these plays in the context of wider street theatre or commercial theatre representing a more middle-class ethos; or to study the form and content of the television stories on crime, or the newspaper reports on crime, in relation to this kind of reportage originating from mainstream Indian society. However, I would like to focus here on the cinema, and to look more closely at the kinds of films emerging from Chharanagar, within the wider framework of debates on mainstream Indian cinema. The reasons for focusing on cinema, rather than a general 'media culture' demand some elaboration. Firstly, there is the obvious limitation of treating theatre, cinema, television, and print journalism as a single cross-platform media culture whereby the specificities of form and the production politics of each of these mediums would be compromised. Secondly, the aesthetic style evidenced in Chhara cinema references a wider history of Indian film and film-related discourses that can be drawn upon to signal the challenges to documentary filmmakers working from the margins. The production processes associated with the aesthetics of Chhara cinema also allows an interrogation of the place of this cinema within a larger Indian film culture -how can doubly marginalised films and filmmakers be accounted for in film theory? -a question taken up in section three of this chapter. And finally, the material quality of a DVD, a VCD, or a film print lends itself to constituting a mobile archive -accessible across time and space -for understanding the processes that shape historical narration, revisions, re-presentations, and indeed communal mobilisation through the media. Cinema thus, by virtue of being able to transgress spatiotemporal and cultural boundaries constitutes the most critical creative expression through which the Chharas can aspire to influence social perception. the associated ease for researchers of 'accessing India', or at least parts of it, through the 'Bollywood' cultural idiom.
The key difference is that documentary cinema demands from its audience, a certain locus of believability, distinct from that of melodrama/fiction. 'Believability' is shaped by characteristics of the film text -narrative, editing, characterisation, mise-en-scène and so on -but also by the place occupied by the film's subject ('nation', star, theme) in the spectator's imaginary. And conversely, as some film theorists would have one believe, by the spectator's socio-economic coordinates. I will not rehearse the outlines of the contested 'national history' of Indian cinemas here, but simply allude to the fact that the spectator has been key to theorising Indian cinemas, and also, that the tension between 'nation' and 'state' has shaped much of this discourse. 12 For example, it is suggested that the 'national imaginary' represented by and through popular cinema is at odds with the state's attempt, to instil through its ancillaries (National Film Development Corporation, Films Division, FTII, NFAI), a sense of aesthetic and ideological values through another 'socially sympathetic', 'progressive' or 'parallel' cinema. 13 The debate between the kinds of audience 'parallel' cinema has catered to, in comparison to the more popular variety has been intensely played out, among other places, in the pages of the film journal Deep Focus. George Kutty, editor of
Deep Focus has critiqued the Indian New Wave (which included parallel cinema) for catering to the cultural sensibilities of a middle-class audience which itself was subjugated to a western consciousness. 14 In a country where details of realism failed to capture the dominant literary imagination (Mukherjee, 1985) , Sumita Chakravarty suggests that the general support for cinematic realism in the early post-independence era was linked to 'the intelligentsia's feelings of being alien in their own environment and of their search for a "real"
India ' (1993: 85) . She thereby argues that 'one of the anomalies contained in the demand for realism in cinema is that the concept itself is alien to Indian philosophic and aesthetic traditions. . .but it was taken as a transparent means whereby "Indian reality" could be revealed ' (1993: 85) . This line of reasoning suggests little hope, or scope, for documentary filmmakers, who by virtue of their chosen genre necessarily engage with a larger social reality, in cultivating an audience. The situation is particularly damning for communities such as the Chharas, for whom survival itself is contingent on dispelling public misperceptions, and contesting representation in the media and cultural sphere. It also seems to elide any openness to inhabiting multiple subject-positions as spectators -any potential movement across audience for popular, parallel, and documentary films -fuelling the myth of 'nationmaking' in terms of texts and audiences neatly categorised as Indian/western, traditional/modern, rural/urban, working-class/middle-class. The reality is that despite the cinematic techniques of closure, film almost always eludes fixity, making the exercise of reading audience through text vacuous. Ironically, in an article titled 'Fragmenting the Nation', Chakravarty quotes Stam and Shohat (1996) (2006) where it won an award. Bajrange also showed it to the Madaris, which he says was a very pathetic and humiliating experience for them. 15 The interesting episode regarding audiences took place when he showed the film to a group of animal rights activists in Rajkot;
following a heated discussion about the future of the Madari community, many activists decided to adopt Madari children and provide them a quality education. Thus, film can sometimes elicit the most unexpected audience response from the least expected quarters.
The pleasures and mercies of such fluidity would be wasted and lost if the debate on audiences, genres, and aesthetics is not dislodged from its current ideological home on to a new terrain exploring the material conditions of cinematic production and form in India.
To spell out the implications of such a shift in no uncertain terms, this means that educators and film theorists will need to bear a greater responsibility towards creating spaces within public and academic discourse to find a language for documentary and marginal film cultures. As documentary filmmaker Paromita Vohra wryly states, 'academics and critics develop increasingly sophisticated ways of talking about mainstream culture but a language and framework to assess the contemporary alternative culture seems not to coalesce' (December 2008, Pratilipi) . It is telling that there is not a single text available so far that provides an overview of the documentary tradition in India, let alone a comprehensive history of Indian documentary. 16 As has been the case historically in Indian cinema, greater visibility for documentary in the public domain through film journals, festivals, film societies, and the media, should gradually lead to enhancing the culture of documentary viewing and production, a process that has already begun.
Cultural Capital
In contrast to the impoverished condition of critical discourse on documentary is the fact that documentary film production has been thriving over the last two decades, and invoking an articulate sense of the social and political. 17 This raises an interesting aside on the relationship between theory and praxis in India, as well as that between script and orality in some sense -issues that have long been debated in the field of Indian literature -but that is quite another story. Whatever be the significance of the written word or theory for practice, it is certainly true that an absence of engagement with documentary film leave the theorising of 'Indian cinemas' amiss. However, what this does imply for aspiring documentary filmmakers, is a longer, and perhaps harder struggle to gain access to resources for production, distribution, exhibition and training, independent of a systematic facilitation/ process, which is the second key issue that needs to be addressed in speaking of Chhara filmmakers. It could be argued that those with an interest in films can avail of the NFAI's film appreciation courses, or join the FTII and other private film education institutes that are mushrooming around India: the determined will find a way out, in other words. But in truth, these are beyond the reach of a substantial part of Indian society, and particularly so for Eventually he did manage to attend a film appreciation course at the NFAI through the Bhasha Research and Publication Centre, but only after having first made films independently. The double marginalisation of DNTs from the public sphere also means that it is much more difficult to gain access to the financing, distribution and exhibition networks critical to film practice: since DNTs are still refused bank loans and credit cards, financing for independent cinema becomes a very crucial challenge. As modern day bureaucracy involves the writing of lengthy and sophisticated proposals (usually in English) for any funding application, this automatically disadvantages DNTs and other communities whose historical and material circumstances have restricted access to formal education. Besides, stigmatisation as criminals continues to haunt them wherever they go in the film industry:
'there are a few filmmakers in the Chhara community, but due to the stigma, I was never accepted or employed by any producer while I was struggling to get work in the Gujarati film industry. When someone came to know about our identity, immediately they turned their face'. And what value would such a theorising offer? To start with, and reverting to Hall's notion of cultural theory cited earlier in the chapter, unravelling the received master narrative about film and media cultures in India, which emphasises a rather distinct role and place for the popular, the folk and the elite (within the 'national'),would expose the myopic vision of such a position. Fortunately or unfortunately, the capacity for artistic cross-fertilisation is higher than everyday human engagement with 'difference' and the 'other'. While exercising caution about the possibility of cultural commodification this creates, art, performance and the media provides a chance to transcend comfort zones, and understand diversity and difference in all its embodied-ness. I will speak through the example of a Chhara film, Bulldozer (2006), which uniquely captures India's contemporary urban predicament, navigating the politics of the production and form of the film, in offering a theoretical reading of Chhara cinema.
In recent years, demolition of residential and commercial property has become a major source of anxiety in less prosperous urban locations in India: a panic that has spread across the country irrespective of the party-politics of regional governments. Bulldozer is a film that It could be argued that the in-between-ness of form (between observation and intervention) is moulded by the filmmakers' and texts' embededness within Chhara history; it is thus, a historiography that writes itself through cinema as opposed to a film historiography 20 shaped through textual strategy. And while these films could be interventionist, the films produced so far, seem less concerned with historiography than with history itself.
What Solanas and Getino meant by a cinema that intervenes in history is classically demonstrated by a film such as The Battle of Chile (Guzmán, 1973, Argentina) where considerable pre-production preparation is invested in the analysis of the socio-political situation to shape a script. 26 Film theorist Ana Lopez argues that such films represent a selfreflexive, analytical cinema, akin to 'historiography in the scripting ' (1990: 274) . In so far as the writing of the narrative and its form must distil the essence of a historical period/ journey in this kind of interventionist process, it remains distant to Chhara films thus far. The reason for this, I suggest, is that more often than not, historiographical writing (or scripting for cinema) is deployed with the objective of, and to serve the purpose of, rescuing the past and reinstating a un/known version of it. It resembles an inscription of memory: the text/film becoming a receptacle to hold individual and collective utterances of remembrance. The Chhara youth and media producers are working against the grain of history, to distance themselves from the past (not necessarily to forget it, but to move away from its circumstances); the creation of each Chhara film exists as a record of the erasure of the past and present. Each film becomes thus, a receptacle of death, what Susan Sontag (1977) identifies in the photographic record as the 'act of aggression'. As the axis of image production increases, there is a converse decrease in the social historical subject of the image. The act of memorialisation takes place here not within individual film texts, but across and along the range of films, collectively marking a passage of time. Even though the subject matter of each film is different, and in this sense Chhara film production doesn't offer any sort of serialised comment, the films function as a chronicler of time, telling stories of the wider change in Chharanagar and other DNT localities brought about through advocacy, and media cultures over a length of time. Metaphorically speaking, it is a sort of invisible ink, whose writing can be revealed only after the act of writing is complete.
Rather than draw a conclusion, it seems more appropriate to emphasise that a silent turmoil seems to be brewing in the marginal cultures inhabiting the peripheries of modern India's consciousness; some like the Chharas are expressing this through creative media cultures, others through more aggressive means. Unless the sweeping strokes of South Asian film and media studies are recalibrated away from the 'national' focal point to zero in on the margins, the risk of missing the larger picture runs high. It seems timely thus, to lay down the flags and, as the Chharas say, pick up the axe instead. The 'national' history of Indian cinemas has also been contested in more specific works on regional-language film industries. Moreover, a large part of the New Wave itself did not speak on behalf of the nation as a monolithic entity, and it encompassed films in several different languages. All these discourses do not even begin to take into account the immense documentary production that has taken place in the last two or three decades.
over the years. It is impossible to engage with this material within the scope of this essay, but nonetheless, it is worth pointing out that accessing memory and violating the subject in scenes that the camera-eye cannot be privy to have been identified as serious limitations of observational cinema; docudrama and the autobiographical documentary offer two possible alternatives in redressing this limitation. Hence, once again, it is either the interiority of the speaker-subject (who is positioned as insider/outsider/or both) and fiction, which get called upon to validate the truth element of documentary. 
